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for the screenplay to be considered valid, it must be the original work of the writer. if you are
submitting a derivative work (a novel or play, for example), then you must provide the original
screenplay and a copy of the rights or permissions for the material you are using. if you are
submitting a script that is based on a prior work, you must include the name and contact information
for the writer or publisher of the prior work. screenplays must be typed or handwritten. do not send a
handwritten script. it is advisable to send your script as one continuous document, and the best way
to do this is to convert your script into.doc or.docx format. screenplays can be sent as attachment,
or attached to an email. if you attach your screenplay as an attachment, place it in the "other
attachments" section of your email. so we've decided that we're going to become screenwriters.
that's easy. it's what we've always been destined to do. we've been working on our scripts since we
were ten years old. we always come up with a story we think is good. we just haven't had the
opportunity to show them to an audience yet. we wrote a short comedy script about a man trying to
wake up his wife. we got it accepted. but we never expected that they would actually send us to
hollywood. that was our big surprise. but we've gotten here, and it's a good feeling. it's like we're
finally being recognized. it's like we're really special now. the second page is the outline page. it
should have a title in courier 12pt font and a brief summary of the storyline, including the
protagonist, antagonist, setting, and theme. the major conflict should be addressed on this page as
well as an indication of the resolution. place all the action beats in boxes, not on the page. the
ending should be stated as a clear and obvious question. the script outline should be 15 to 20 pages
in length.
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when a new scene heading is not necessary, but some distinction needs to be made in the action,
you can use a subheader. but be sure to use these sparingly, as a script full of subheaders is

generally frowned upon. a good example is when there are a series of quick cuts between two
locations, you would use the term intercut and the scene locations. sitting down and writing your

script is the first and most important step in your journey as a writer. the second step is to get
feedback. however, if you have a completed script, you can use it as a basis to get feedback from
your first readers. otherwise, you can use it as a guide. but getting feedback is the most important
step in the writing process. a good reader will be able to provide you with valuable feedback. if you

have a friend or even a relative who writes, they can also help you. however, the best feedback
comes from your first readers. this is because they will be able to provide you with a good first

impression of your script. the first step in writing a good screenplay is to have an idea. before you
can put pen to paper, you'll need a premise. a premise is the main concept of your story. it's a short
description of what your story is about. it's often broken down into three parts: character, conflict,

and theme. the story is about a character and a conflict. the theme of the story is the message
you're trying to get across. a screenplay is a form of art in which a story is told by the use of

dramatic action, conflict, and dialogue. a screenplay is a unique narrative form. in a screenplay, the
dramatic action is organized around a series of scenes. a scene is a complete dramatic unit

containing a problem or situation for which a resolution is sought. 5ec8ef588b
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